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Scale Models(Ship, Warship, Yacht, Industrial, Automotive)

Listing ID - 431078 

Description Scale Models (Ship, Warship, Yacht,
Industrial, Automotive)

Date
Launched

BUILT TO ORDER

Length All Sizes

Location ex Factory, China

Broker Geoff Fraser
geoff.fraser@seaboats.net
+64 21 61 222 5

Price POA

Price Notes Can be shipped anywhere in the world

We are a pleased to offer superb custom made models by a highly skilled Chinese Scale Model
Design Building Company.  They build high quality scale models from drawings and pictures provided
by clients. 

Whilst usually utilised by people and companies in Off-shore, Maritime, but also Industrial, Aerospace,
Engineering, Construction, Consultancy and Training Institutions, they can also do pleasure boat
models, in fact virtually models of anything.

Past projects we included models for Tug, Research & Support Vessel, Fast Workboat, Yacht, Oil
Tanker, Oil & Gas Platform, Working & Display Unit, as well as Motor and Sailing Yachts.

Each of model is hand constructed with great precision and intricate detail.  All models are constructed
by expert and well trained craftsmen, with great diligence and pride to ensure the quality and
perfection.

https://www.seaboats.net/
mailto:geoff.fraser@seaboats.net
tel:+64 21 61 222 5


To make these models, materials are sourced from China and all around the world to ensure the
highest quality.  Materials like special fibre glass and sheets, tubings, fittings, structural components
and accessories from selected plastics and metals are used to construct the models.  This enables the
construction of Light, Rigid, Non Deformable Models with Excellent Finish.

Models of any size and any quantity can be produced at reasonable prices with safe delivery to any
country!

 































The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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